Medical Equipment

Cutting Table
CTS 1700 single and double workstation
Worktable, custom made, for anatomy/pathology to cutting to size and prepare of formalin
fixed tissue specimen. Designed as workstation for 1 or 2 persons. Air suction downward
over the whole worktop. Thereby reduction of unhealthy vapors of formalin and disagreeable
smells. Compliance with all legal limits over the whole suction area. The lightning unit is installed in the cross tie above the working area. The whole table with the perforated worktop
and the base construction is made of stainless steel.
Full description:
- Dimensions: 1700 x 900 x 740 mm
- suction area ca. 1100 x 815 mm
- central suction with cover
- concave basin with drain and waste sieve
- threepart perforated worktop with finger hole
- drain for outgoing air 400 x 150 mm to connect to an exhaust-air system
- formalin sink with sieve 120 x 120 mm
- wash basin 340 x 370 x 150 mm
- standpipe valve 2“
- bath mixer with 2 m flexible tube and hand sprinkler
- recessed light with 2 fluorescent tubes with 600 W
- 2 electrical outlets IP 65 (spray water proof)
Material: CNS 1.4301, ground, grain 320
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Technical Informations
Versions:
standart single workstation
standart double workstation
Options:
electrical height adjustment
top part with lightning
 traverse low 1500mm
 traverse high 1800mm
continuous washing of the basin
wash water outlet operated by knee
formalin outlet on worktop
fume hood
suction with carbon filter
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cutting table with fume hood and
suction as double workstation

CTS with traverse

CTS with open worktop

CTS with open fume hood

CTS with high traverse
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Dissecting Table
DT 2600 worktable
Worktable height-adjustable, custom made, for anatomy/pathology to dissecting bodies and
organs. Air suction downward with louvers over the whole worktop. Thereby reduction of
unhealthy vapors of formalin and disagreeable smells. The worktop are four removeable
rests and is surrounded by a high border. The basin under the worktop is sloping down to
the removeable waste sieve. The power supply and the connection to the suction (have to
connected to a exhaust-air system) are located in the central support column, accessible through inspection openings. Table, basin, housing and base are made completely of stainless
steel. Worktop marginal perforated.
Full Description:
- Dimensions: 2600 x 900 x 850mm
- Worktop: four-piece, removeable rest area,
- Worktop = suction area: 1950 x 765 mm
- suction alongsite basin
- central support column
- basin: concave with removable waste screen
- wash basin 500 x 400 x 250 mm
- knee-operated bath mixer with 2m flexible tube and hand sprinkler
- standpipe valve 2“
- 2 electrical outlets IP 65 (spray water proof)
Material: CNS 1.4301, ground grain 32
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Technical Informations
Options:
electrical height adjustment
continous washing of the basin
lightning unit with ventilation
for incoming air
removable mortuary tray
waste crusher below the wash basin
small cutting table for organs
suction withcarbon filter
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dissecting table with suction and
mortuary tray

dissecting table with lightning
and ventilation for incoming air

cutting table for organs
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Cabinets and
			washing stands
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Preparation cabinet
Designed for storing tissue test glass containers
Dimensions: (Depth x Height) 500 x 2000 mm; variants (Width): 900 |1200 | 1500 mm
side walls, floor double walled; back wall strengthened
5 pc. adjustable shelf‘s, perforated Ø5 16/16
customized designed air ducts for incoming and outgoing air
doors double walled with glass section
removable basin underneath floor
base with adjustable feet

Sink unit
rugged functional design
dimensions: Depth 700 mm (alternativ 600 mm) variable customized width in accordance with work
place conditions; Height: 850 mm
completly made of stainless steel 1.4301
variable width: 1000, 1200 und 1400 mm
alternative larger washbasin: 500 x 500 mm
depth of the basin: 300 mm
upstand backside 100 mm high and 20 mm deep
strengthened design underneath the dripping area
rugged legs with adjustable feet
standpipe valve
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Lift and
		Transport trucks
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Technical Informations
Especially lightweight and yet rugged, torsion-resistant steel frame structure,
made of stainless steel, integrated hydraulic unit for food-actuated vertical
adjustment. The Lift- and transport truck is equipped with 4 steerable wheels, 2
of them lockable, 1 enabling locking as regards the direction, diameter 125 with
special ball bearings, permanently lubricated and maintenance-free. At the top
are running rails to contain a mortuary tray with rolls.
length: ca. 2400 mm,
width: ca. 700 mm,
hight (min): ca. 305 mm,
hight (max): ca. 1740 mm,
wheels: ca. 125 x 50 mm
Carrying capacity: ca. 200 kg,
Material: CNS 1.4301 (AISI 304)
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Tank Trucks and
Preservation Tanks
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Mobile tank truck
Mobile tank for transportation of liquids with swiveling top up to 95° with secure lock. Lightweight
construction and accurate snug fit guarantees an easy opening. Framed gasket warrants a secure
cutoff. With drain valve at the base of the tank.

Preservation tank, fix or mobile
Tanks for fixation of whole bodies, body parts or organs. Variations are fixed or mobile model.
Rugged tank for fixation with swiveling top up to 95° with secure lock. Lightweight construction
and accurate snug fit guarantees an easy opening. Framed gasket warrants a secure cutoff. With
drain valve at the base of the tank. 4 height adjustable feet for optimal arrangement (fixed model)
or smooth running rolls (mobile model). Lower part designed for plug-in module of a fork truck.
The preservation tank is designed for torsion-free inset baskets, using by hand or crane. The top is
equipped with fasteners.
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